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In this article, I wanted to tell you one of my best trips ever with all of my friends. First let me tell you
that this is the story of camping. After the midterm examination as you all know that we get some
relief from studies at least for one week. We all were studying day and night during the midterm
examination. So, we were already very hectic this is why we decided to go on camping with friends,
in order to get some fresh air or relief. We all decided and then we took necessary items with us for
camping. 	

The next day we all had to gather at one of our friends place. We gathered there in time. Soon, we
all loaded our goods in a jeep. We all were six friends or you can say that three couples. We sat in a
car and then we immediately switched on the songs. We all were dancing and enjoying journey.
Suddenly, some strangers caught us, they came on heavy bikes and then they showed pistols and
knifes. All of the girls started to yell. We gave some money because when we were going on our trip
we had already put some short amount in our wallet so that in case if something go wrong then we
will give this money. Thanks to GOD that those strangers did not ask for any more things, otherwise
our trip could screw up.

We all relaxed and comforted to our girlfriends then finally we reached there. We reached there in
evening and almost sun was setting. We then immediately took all of our necessary things from the
jeep and then we put on the camps. Sun set, and here our camp was ready. We arranged three
camps there so that every couple can get individual camp, especially for night. After setting all the
things we lighted bonfires in front of our camps. Now we all were sitting round across bonfire. The
weather was quiet cold. We all loved that environment.  One thing we loved most that there were all
sorts of signals i.e. Wifi, FM and mobile signals. We also had to submit the assignment next day in
College, so maximum in half an hour we just typed writing a college essay for asking essay writing
help. As you all know that there are numerous of websites present on the internet, we immediately
put our assignment to the best reliable essay writing service.

We all were feeling good and relaxed. We went for a long walk there. As you all know that under the
sky when moon shines and stars stairs you and you are with your lover then automatically you feel
good. After some time we made food for a dinner. After this we were so drunk and we all were very
tired.

When we woke up on the next morning, then we packed up our goods and then we all went back to
our homes. It was a lovely journey. JOURNEY OF LOVE OR LOVER IN JOURNEY; BOTH ARE
NICE.
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Tiffany Parker - About Author:
You must need a essay writing help in a writing a college essay. We must suggest you to get essay
writing help from a reliable essay writing service like Originalessaywriting.com
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